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Abstract

a given party are used to derive a reputation score, which
can assist other parties in deciding whether or not to transact with that party in the future.
This is different from trust referral systems, where
agents exchange general recommendations about other
parties, such as described by Jøsang et al. (2005) [7] and
Yolum & Singh (2003) [13]. In reputation systems, agents
only express their experience from particular transactions
in the form of ratings, and it is the aggregation of ratings
that is important.
Without such mechanisms, where strangers are interacting, for example, in an e-commerce setting, the temptation to act deceptively for immediate gain could be more
appealing than cooperation. In the physical world, capturing and distributing ratings can be costly. In comparison,
the Internet is extremely efficient, and reputation scores
can be published for everyone to see. The effect of reputation systems is to provide an incentive for honest behaviour, and also to deter dishonest parties from participating.
Finding ways to avoid or reduce the influence of unfairly positive or unfairly negative ratings is a fundamental problem in reputation systems where ratings from others are taken into account. This is because the relying
party can not control the sincerity of the ratings when they
are provided by agents outside its control. Effective protection against unfair ratings is a basic requirement in order for a reputation system to be robust.

The quality of a reputation system depends on the integrity of the ratings it receives as input. A fundamental
problem is that a rater can rate an agent more positively
or more negatively than the real experience with the agent
would dictate. When ratings are provided by agents outside the control of the relying party, it is a priori impossible to know when a rater provides such unfair ratings.
However, it is often the case that unfair ratings have a different statistical pattern than fair ratings. This paper uses
that idea, and describes a statistical filtering technique for
excluding unfair ratings, and illustrates its effectiveness
through simulations.

1 Introduction
Reputation systems represent a promising method for fostering trust amongst strangers in online environments.
The basic idea is to let parties rate each other’s performance during interactions. The aggregated ratings about
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The methods of avoiding bias from unfair ratings can
broadly be grouped into two categories, endogenous and
exogenous, as described below.

from a sliding window in the frequency domain. Simulation results indicate that variations in seller quality over
time does not reduce the effectiveness of cluster filtering.
Because Dellarocas’ scheme only assumes unfairly
positive ratings, the effect of cluster filtering in the absence of positive unfair ratings is to produce small negative bias on the reputation score, because some positive
fair ratings are filtered out. The study says nothing about
how cluster filtering would work in the presence of both
unfairly positive and negative ratings.
In this paper we propose a filtering technique that applies to both unfairly positive and unfairly negative ratings
in Bayesian reputation systems. We use the reputation
system described in Jøsang & Ismail (2002) [9], and integrate the filtering method to the reputation systems simulator described in Jøsang et al. (2003) [8].
The assumption behind our filtering method is that ratings provided by different raters on a given agent will follow more or less the same probability distribution. When
an agent changes its behaviour, it is assumed that all honest raters who interact with that agent will change their
ratings accordingly. By comparing the overall reputation score of a given agent with the the probability distribution of the ratings on that agent from each rater,
our scheme dynamically determines an upper and lower
threshold for which raters should be judged unfair and
thereby excluded. Instead of using a sliding time window,
our scheme uses a longevity factor that gradually reduces
the weight of received ratings as a function of their age.

1. Endogenous Discounting of Unfair Ratings
This category covers methods that exclude or give
low weight to presumed unfair ratings based on
analysing and comparing the rating values themselves. The assumption is that unfair ratings can be
recognised by their statistical properties only. Proposals in this category include Dellarocas (2000) [4]
and Chen & Singh (2001) [2].
2. Exogenous Discounting of Unfair Ratings
This category covers methods where external factors,
such as the reputation of the rater, are used to determine the weight given to ratings. The assumption
is that raters with low reputation are likely to give
unfair ratings and vice versa. This method requires
that raters’ reputation can be determined by including external evidence other than the ratings themselves. Proposals in this category include Buchegger & Le Boudec (2003) [1], Cornelli et al. (2002)
[3], Ekström & Björnson (2002) [5] and Yu & Singh
(2003) [14].
Our proposal falls in the first category, where we only
analyse the statistical properties of the ratings. The
scheme that most closely resembles ours is the one by
Dellarocas (2000) [4] which is targeted at detecting and
excluding ratings that are unfairly positive. In the static
case where it is assumed that agent behaviour never
changes, Dellarocas’ scheme first uses collaborative filtering to determine a neighbourhood group of raters whose
ratings over many subjects are similar. Then the ratings
over a particular subject  are divided into two groups
by the Macnaughton-Smith et al. (1964) cluster filtering
algorithm [10], in order to filter out the ratings that are
most likely to be unfairly positive. Under the assumption
that the fair and unfair ratings follow the same distribution type (e.g. normal), but with different parameters, this
technique typically reduces the unfair bias by more than
80%.
In the dynamic case where it is assumed that reputation
scores change due to changing agent behaviour, Dellarocas applied the same technique to neighbourhood ratings

2

The Reputation System

The simulations were carried out using an enhanced
version of the Bayesian reputation system described in
Jøsang et al. [8, 9]. This reputation system provides a
general mechanism for incorporating reputation services
into e-commerce applications.

2.1

Bayesian Reputation Systems

Bayesian systems are based on computing reputation
scores by statistical updating of beta probability density functions (PDF). The a posteriori (i.e. the updated)
reputation score is computed by combining the a priori (i.e. previous) reputation score with the new rating
2
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Probability density beta ( p | 8,2 )

[6, 9, 11, 12]. The reputation score can be represented in
the form of the beta PDF parameter tuple    (where
 and
represent the amount of positive and negative ratings respectively), or in the form of the probability expectation value of the beta PDF, and optionally accompanied by the variance or a confidence parameter. The
advantage of Bayesian systems is that they provide a statistically sound basis for computing reputation scores, and
the only disadvantage that it might be too complex for average persons to understand.
The beta-family of distributions is a continuous family
of distribution functions indexed by the two parameters 
and . The beta PDF denoted by   can be
expressed using the gamma function  as:
(1)

Probability density beta ( p | 1,1 )
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A PDF of this type expresses the uncertain probability that a process will produce positive outcomes during
future observations. The probability expectation value of
J
Figure 2 according to Eq.(2) is   #`8]P ^ . This can be
interpreted as saying that the relative frequency of a positive outcome in the future is somewhat uncertain, and that
the most likely value is 0.8.
The variable  is a probability variable, so that for
a given  the probability density   represents second order probability. The first-order variable
 represents the probability of an event, whereas the density Y] !") represents the probability that the firstorder variable has a specific value. Since the first-order
variable  is continuous, the second-order probability
Y  for any given value of (acb 8,[0d is vanishingly small and therefore meaningless as such. It is only
meaningful to compute egfYh ]j!" for a given inf\i
terval b  kQd , or simply to
compute the expectation value
of  . The most natural is to define the reputation score
as a function of the expectation value. This provides a
sound mathematical basis for combining ratings and for
expressing reputation scores.

When nothing is known, the a priori distribution is the
uniform beta PDF with R#S0 and T#U0 illustrated in
Figure 1. Then after observing V positive and  negative
outcomes, the a posteriori distribution is the beta PDF
with H#<VW&:0 and :#;X&:0 . For example the beta
PDF after observing 7 positive and 1 negative outcomes
is illustrated in Figure 2.

0
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Figure 2: Example PDF ] !^]_Z
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where 8:9;<9=0 and "?>@8 , with the restriction
that the probability variable BC
A#
8 if :DE0 , and FG
A#
0
if HDI0 . The probability expectation value of the beta
distribution is given by:
J
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1

Collecting Ratings

The general reputation system allows for an agent to rate
another agent, both positively and negatively, by arbitrary
amounts, for a single transaction. This rating takes the
form of a vector:

Probability p

Figure 1: Uniform PDF Y0Z[0\
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The Reputation Score

(3) Once aggregated ratings for a particular agent are known,
it is possible to calculate the reputation probability distriA simple binary rating system can then be implemented
bution for that agent. This is expressed as:
lts
#ub 0v8wd for a satisfactory transaction and
by using
{
l
l
+ #Hb 8,Y0Yd for an unsatisfactory transaction [8].
Y]
6~$#] V2&0Z &0Q
(9)
A particular rating can be denoted as:
where
m
ltxyz {%|
{
(4)
V
l
#
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where VWpq8 and rpq8 .
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which can be read as } ’s rating of ~ at time  . Where
they are not relevant, these super- and subscripts will be
However probability distributions, while informative,
omitted.
cannot be easily interpreted by users.
A simpler
point
estimate
of
an
agent’s
reputation
is
provided
by
{
J
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the
expected
value
of
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distribution.
2.3 Aging Ratings
This provides a score in the range b 8,[0d , which can be
Agents (and in particular human agents) may change their scaled to any range (including, for example, ‘0% reliable
behaviour over time, so it is desirable to give greater - 100% reliable’).
weight to more recent ratings. This can be achieved by
{
introducing a longevity factor  , which controls the rate Definition 1 (Reputation Score) Let l ~ #
b V/d
at which old ratings are ‘forgotten’:
represent target
~ ’s aggregate ratings at time  . Then the
{
z{
l xyz { |

{

#

{ |

+

l xyz { |

function 

(5)

where 8'9F9`0 ,   is the time at which the rating was
collected and  is the current time.
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is called ~ ’s reputation score at time  .

2.4 Aggregating Ratings

{

Ratings may be aggregated by simple addition of the comThe reputation score  ~  can be interpreted like a
ponents (vector addition).
probability measure as an indication of how a particular
agent is expected to behave in future transactions.
{ For each pair of agents } Q~ , an aggregate rating
l
%} ~  can be calculated that reflects X’s overall opinion of Z at time  :
l

{
}

Q~$#B

z{
l xyz {%|

, where 9c"P

3

(6)

The Problem of Unfair Ratings

A reputation system aggregates the ratings of many individuals. In most cases these ratings are subjective and
unverifiable. This leads to a problem: while the reputation
{
{
l
l
(7) system may keep the seller-ratees honest, what guarantee
~ $#?
%} ~ QP
is there that the buyer-raters will be honest in their asx v
sessment of sellers through ratings? In most cases there
In particular, the aggregate rating for Z, taking into ac- is no guarantee at all, and the method described below is
count ratings by the entire agent community  , can be aimed at finding methods to detect and filter out dishonest
calculated:
{
{
ratings.
l
l
(8)
~ $#@
} Q~P
Dellarocas [4] identifies two categories of unfair ratxZ
ings:

Also, Z’s aggregate rating by all agents in a particular
set  can be calculated:

4

{

unfairly positive ratings (which he calls ‘ballot stuff- tence of cumulative rating vectors l }~  for each rater
ing’), and
X in the community. The basic principle is to verify that
the score j6~ of an agent ~ falls between
the  quantile
{

unfairly negative ratings (which he calls ‘bad(lower) and !01w quantile (upper) of l } Q~ for each
mouthing’).
rater } . Whenever that is not the case for a give rater, that
The risk of unfair ratings is highest when they can be rater is considered unfair, and its ratings are excluded.
used to manipulate the reputation system to an agent’s adBy a quantile, we mean the fraction (or percent) of
vantage. For instance, a buyer may collude with a seller points below the given value. That is, the 0.01 (or 1%)
to badmouth the seller’s competitors, resulting in gains to quantile is the point at which 1% percent of the data fall
the seller.
below and 99% fall above that value. As en example, the
By careful construction of the reputation system, this uniform PDF of Figure 1 will always have a  quantile
risk can be diminished, by either eliminating the incen- of  , whereas the PDF of Figure 2 has a 0.01 quantile of
tive to lie, or increasing the cost of doing so. An ex- 8,P w and a 0.99 quantile of 8]P v^Z¡ as illustrated in Figample of the former technique is to hide the identity of ure 3.
agents from each other [4]. In a sufficiently large mar5
ket, this eliminates the possibility of badmouthing another
agent (although ballot stuffing is still possible, as the col4
luding seller and buyer may communicate their identities
by some other means). An example of the latter tech3
nique is to allow buyers to rate sellers only after a trans2
action is conducted, and charge a small amount for every
transaction, thus raising the cost of ballot-stuffing or bad1
mouthing. This approach is taken by eBay.
In many systems, however, these techniques cannot be
0
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
used. In these cases, it is desirable to be able to autoProbability p
.
matically detect and exclude (via statistical or machine0.01 quantile
0.99 quantile
learning methods) unfair ratings.
Binary rating systems present a particularly difficult
Figure 3: 1% and 99% quantiles of Y] !^]_v
problem. In a system with continuous rating values (e.g.
a scale from 1–10), a very low rating (e.g. 1) may be
said to be unusual if a ratee’s historical ratings have been
To be meaningful, the quantile parameter  must be in
high (e.g. 9.5 average) and can therefore be rejected. In
contrast, in a system with binary ratings a negative rating the range b 8,P 8,X8,P¢d . The smaller the value of  , the less
(i.e. 0) cannot be rejected simply because the ratee has false positives (i.e. the less honest raters are excluded) and
the more false negatives (i.e. the more unfair raters are inreceived mostly positive ratings (i.e. 1).
In general, this problem appears insoluble. However if cluded). The larger the value of  , the less false negatives
raters and ratees interact repeatedly, it becomes possible (i.e. the less unfair raters are included) and the more false
to compare long-run average ratings and reject raters who, positives (i.e. the more fair raters are excluded).
over some period, have rated significantly differently from
In the simulations, the quantile parameter was set to
the average. This is the basis for our filtering algorithm.
£#¤8]P 8]0 , which provided a good balance. In practice it
means that if an agent’s overall reputation score is outside
the 1% quantile and the 99% quantile of the ratings
3.1 An Iterated Filtering Algorithm Based
provided by a rater } , then that rater’s ratings will be dison the Beta Distribution
carded from the set of ratings that contribute to the agent’s
The filtering algorithm is executed whenever an agent ~ ’s score. The pseudocode for the filtering algorithm used in
reputation score must be recalculated. It assumes the exis- the simulations is given below.
Probability density beta ( p | 8,2 )
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is the set of all raters
is the set of all assumed fair raters
is the target agent

end of each session, the buyers and sellers adapt their behaviour based on their success in the last round (and previous rounds).

#

4.2


The Bayesian reputation system described above, with aging and filtering of unfair ratings, is used in the simulations. However, unlike in the description above, individual ratings are not stored. Instead, an aggregate rating, l %} ~  , is stored for each rater/ratee pair. New ratings are accumulated into this aggregate. This reduces the
storage overhead of the system, but means that instead of
aging individual ratings when calculating the reputation
score, aggregate ratings must be aged discretely at regular
intervals:
l
l
(11)
} Q~¦#µ´
} Q~P

do loop
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The resulting implementation is an arbitrarily accurate approximation of the system described above. In practice
the rating aging takes place as the end of each round.

{
~



loop
until

¥

Reputation System

4.3

does not change

Seller Behaviour

Seller behaviour is determined by two parameters, a selling price ¶$·¸w $ and an honesty level ¹º\$ . In addition, all sellers share the same unit cost of» production,
This algorithm is flexible and robust, because it is based »
º!¼Y½¾Q¿ and per-round productive capacity, wÀ ¼[½¾Q¿ .
on variable distributions rather than a fixed tolerance. If
Once the seller has committed to a transaction, it will
the spread of ratings from all raters is wide, then it will
either ship the item (with a probability equal to ¹º\$ )
tend not to reject individual raters. On the other hand,
if a ratee is rated consistently highly by all raters (e.g. or it will not ship the item (with a probability equal to
01W¹ º! $ ). If the seller does ship the item, it will receive
95% positive, 5% negative ratings) except for one (e.g.
the
price
¶$·¸w $ from the buyer, and will incur the unit
50% positive, 50% negative ratings), then the exceptional
»
cost
º . If the seller does not ship the item, it will still
rater will be rejected. The algorithm’s sensitivity can be
receive ¶$·¸ from the buyer, but will incur no costs.
increased or decreased by modifying the  parameter.
Thus the seller’s transaction gain for an honest transacÁÂ
tion will be:
{

return
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4 Description of Market Simulation

 $

4.1 Market Structure

#¶$·¸w 

K1

»

º

(12)

ÁtÂ

while for a dishonest transaction it will be:

The market consists of °²± sellers and °j³ buyers who
(13)
$ #¶ ·¸Z $P
trade in a single commodity. The simulation is divided
into sessions, and each session is divided into rounds.
4.3.1 Adaptation
Á,Ã
During a single round, each buyer can trade at most once,
with a seller of its choice, while each seller may trade At the end of each session, each seller S compares the
as many times as its productive capacity allows. At the gains from the session, {  $ , with the gains from the
6

ÁOÃ
Á Â
previous session, { $ . Let ÅÄÆÅÇÈ be the session in weighted
to the power of ÕºÖ.%× to reflect the buyer’s
+.which the gains were highest; then the price parameter attitude to risk) then the buyer Á will
Â)é make a profit of
for the next session is chosen randomly as follows:
ÇçYè ¼YÇ #Ù$wÚY1µ¶ ·¸/$ . If the seller does not ship the item
then the buyer will make a loss of Çç[è ¼[Ç #:1¶$·¸/ $ .
{ÉÊË Ì
s
¶$·¸
 $g&ÍÎO½ÏÐ 3#¶ ·Ñv ÎO½Ï 
The effort to which a buyer goes in order to maximise
{
{ ÉÊË Ì
¶$·¸ s
 $$#
+ ½Ï 
¶$·¸
 $K1(Í ÎO½Ï Ð 3#¶ ·Ñv ÎO
Á Â
this
gain is determined
by the propensity to search param{ÉÊË Ì
¶$·¸
 $
 3#¶ ·Ñv,ÎO
Ò ½Ï 
eter. The buyer will search – that is, find the seller that
(14) maximises ÝtÞ  ×µ$ – with a probability equal to Ût·¸Ü .
¼
s
where ¶ ·Ñv ÎO½Ï &¶ ·Ñv ÎO+ ½Ï &¶ ·Ñv,ÎO
Ò ½Ï #:0 , and subject to
The rest of the time the buyer will transact with the first
{
¶$·¸ s
 $XpF8 . Similarly, the honesty parameter for the
seller whose price, ¶ ·¸Z $ does not exceed the buyer’s
next session is chosen randomly as follows:
utility, Ù$ZÚ .
Once the transaction is complete, the buyer will rate the
{ÉÊË Ì
s
¹º
 $g&ÍÓ4ÇÈ2Ð3#¶$·ÑZ Ó4ÇÈ 
seller. If the seller failed to ship the item, the buyer will
{
{ÉÊË Ì
+ ÇÈ 
¹ º! s
$$#
¹º
 $K1(Í Ó4ÇÈ Ð3#¶$·ÑZ Ó4
report a rating of %8]Y0\ . If the seller did ship the item, the
{ÉÊË Ì
¹º
 $
3#¶$·ÑZ,Ó4
Ò ÇÈ 
buyer will report a rating !0Z8v .
(15)
s
+ ÇÈ &`¶$·ÑZ Ó4
Ò ÇÈ
#Ô0 , and subwhere ¶ ·Ñv Ó4ÇÈ &`¶ ·Ñv Ó
{
ject to 8c9E¹º s $39?0 . In the simulations, all the 4.4.1 Adaptation Á
6 probabilities above were set to 0.33. Í ÎO½Ï #=0 and At the end of Á each session, each buyer B compares the
ÍÓ4ÇÈ#:8,P 8v_,P In addition, a set of heuristics overrule the
gains from the session, {  %×j with the gains from the predefault adaptation under certain circumstances:
vious session, {   × . Let ÅÄÆÅÇÈ be the session in which
+.-

1. If the seller did not conduct any transactions during the gains were highest; then the risk attitude parameter for
session  , its selling price ¶$·¸w $ is decreased by the next session is chosen randomly as follows:
{ÉÊË Ì
ÍÎO½Ï , and its honesty ¹ º! $ is increased by ÍjÓ4ÇÈ .
s
ÕºÖ

2. If the seller made a loss during session  , its selling
price is increased by Í ÎO½Ï .

{

ÕºÖ

s
-

 ×$#

ÕºÖ
ÕºÖ

s

where ¶$·ÑZ Çá
à {
to 8T9SÕºÖ s
s
set to ¶ ·Ñv Ç%á

4.4 Buyer Behaviour

-

{ÉÊË Ì
{ÉÊË Ì

%×jg&êÍ
%×jK1Í
%×j

Çá 
à
ÇájÐ3#L¶$·ÑZ + Ç á 
à
à
3#L¶$·ÑZ Ò Ç á 
à
à

ÇájÐ3#L¶$·ÑZ

(17)

&¶$·ÑZ + Çá &q¶ ·ÑvtÒ Çá #ë0 , and subject
à
à
%×j9ì0 . The probability values were

#í8]P Z8 (to make the buyers risk averse),
Normal buyer behaviour is determined by a single paramà
¶$·ÑZ + Çá #8,P¢_Z and ¶ ·Ñv,Ò Çá #L8,P¢_Z . Í
Çá #8]P 8]0 .
eter, risk aversion ÕºÖ.%×j where ÕºÖ.%×j#Ø0 is neutral.
à
à
à
In
addition,
a
set
of
heuristics
overrule
the
default adapIn addition, all buyers receive the same utility from an
tation
under
certain
circumstances:
item, Ù$wÚ and have the same propensity to search ÛO·¸Ü .
A buyer attempts to purchase one item per round. For
1. If a buyer made a loss in session  , then its risk avera transaction with a given seller  , the buyer expects to
sion ÕºÖ4%×j is increased by Í Çá .
à
receive:
Á Â
2. Otherwise, if, in any round of session  , a buyer did
not purchase an item, its risk aversion ÕºÖ4 × is deÇ%áâäãå
ÝtÞ %×µ$ß#
Ù$wÚ1o¶ ·¸/$N´[² $!à
¼
creased
by Í Çá .
Çáâæãå
1¶$·¸/ $K´!021² $ à

#

Ù$wÚ,´\j$ à

Çáâäã)å

1o¶

à



4.4.2 Unfair Buyer Behaviour

·¸/$P

(16) Most of the buyers in a market will be normal buyers,
This expected gain reflects two possible outcomes. however some may be ‘unfair’ in that, when trading with
If the seller ships the item (expected probability ² $ , chosen sellers, they misreport their ratings.
7

1.1

Unfair buyers exist in three states. In the fair state,
an unfair buyer behaves exactly like a fair buyer. In the
ballot-stuffing state, a buyer will rate positively regardless
of whether the seller shipped the item, with a probability
of ¶$·ÑZtî[ïð ñ è ½ , and rate fairly the rest of the time. In the
badmouthing state, a buyer will rate negatively regardless
of whether the seller shipped the item, with a probability
of ¶$·ÑZ î[ïð ñ è ½ , and rate fairly the rest of the time.
All unfair buyers follow the same sequence of states.
The state sequence used is given for each for of the simulations below.

1
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Figure 4: Honesty and reputation score for a single seller
with no unfair buyers.

5 Simulation Results
The simulations were conducted to assess the effectiveness of iterated filtering in a number of different scenarios.
All simulations were conducted over 1200 sessions.
The first 200 sessions of each simulation have not been
included in graphs, since the market usually takes some
time to stabilise as the reputations change to reflect the
seller’s behaviour.
The results obtained by simulating markets for
many combinations of these parameters demonstrate the
strengths and weaknesses of the filtering technique.

The instability of the seller behaviour is due to two opposing forces. One the one hand, the sellers try to increase their profit by reducing honesty. On the other hand
the sellers are forced to stay relatively honest, otherwise
they will be denounced by the reputation system, and lose
profit as a result of reduced business. Section 4.3 describes the sellers’ intelligence for balancing these two
forces.
For comparison, a similar market was simulated with
the replacement of 5 fair buyers with unfair buyers. The
unfair buyers varied their behaviour over time, according
to the state sequence in Figure 5.

5.1 The Effect of Unfair Ratings

The parameter ¶$·ÑZ îYïYð ñ è ½ was set to 1.0 (i.e. unfair
buyers, when in a badmouthing or ballot stuffing state,
acted unfairly at all times). Figure 6 shows the effect on a
single seller in the market. As the graph shows, the unfair
raters cause the seller’s reputation to diverge from its true
honesty by a significant degree (as much as 0.15), especially when the raters are badmouthing in sessions 500–
600 and 900–1000. Since the seller is generally quite honest, the effect is most pronounced when the unfair buyers
badmouth the seller.

Before considering the effect of filtering, it is important to
consider the effect of unfair ratings on an otherwise stable
market. A relatively honest market was created with the
following key parameters:
Parameter
number of buyers
fair
unfair
number of sellers
initial seller honesty

0.8

Value
50
50
8


Finally, the market with the same parameters was simulated, but this time with filtering of ratings enabled. As
Figure 4 shows the reputation score and true honesty Figure 7 shows, the reputation score follows the honof a single seller over 1000 sessions. Without unfair buy- esty closely, which means that the unfair buyers are no
ers, the reputation system is very effective, as reputation longer able to distort the seller’s reputation through badtracks honesty with only a slight occasional lag.
mouthing.
8,P
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Figure 6: Honesty and reputation score for a single seller
with 10% unfair raters and filtering disabled.
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Figure 8 shows the average reputation error of all buyers when 10 buyers (20%) rate unfairly, according to the
pattern shown in Figure 5. With no filtering, the sellers’
reputations deviate substantially from their true honesties
whenever the unfair buyers rate unfairly. The pattern of
bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing is quite evident in its
effect on the sellers’ reputations. With filtering enabled,
most of this error is eliminated.
Filtering is also effective with a higher proportion of
unfair raters. With 30% of buyers rating unfairly (Figure 9), the sellers’ reputations begin to be affected, despite
the filtering. However is still an improvement on no filtering, reducing the session error from around 0.3 to 0.1.
With 40% of raters rating unfairly, iterating filtering finally breaks down. As Figure 10 shows, the filtered scores
become quite erratic, sometimes reflecting the sellers’ average honesty (as for sessions 1100-1200) but sometimes
deviating quite dramatically (as for sessions 700-800).
With such a high proportion of unfair raters, there is no
clear majority rating, thus while the filter will sometimes

1.1

0
200

The probability that unfair buyers would rate unfairly

It would be expected that the filtering would be most effective with a low proportion of unfair raters. As the proportion of unfair raters increases, it becomes more difficult to determine which raters are truthful and which
raters are lying.
To test the effectiveness of filtering as the proportion of
unfair raters increases, the following simulation parameters were used, once with filtering enabled and once with
it disabled:
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300

The proportion of unfair buyers (out of all buyers)


5.2.1 Proportion of Unfair Raters

Figure 5: Sequence of states of unfair raters (1)
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The Effectiveness of Filtering

The effectiveness of filtering was examined by simulating
scenarios while varying two parameters:
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5.2
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Figure 7: Honesty and reputation score for a single seller
with 10% unfair raters when filtering is enabled
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correctly reject the unfair raters, it may incorrectly reject
the fair raters, actually worsening the problem.
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Figure 8: Average reputation error for all sellers with 10
(20%) unfair raters
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While a naive unfair rater might rate unfairly on every
transaction, a more intelligent attacker could attempt to
avoid detection by interspersing unfair ratings with fair
ratings. This strategy can be simulated by reducing the
probability that an unfair rater will actually rate unfairly
on a transaction ( ¶$·ÑZOîYïYð ñ è ½ ) below 1.0.
The effectiveness of filtering against this type of behaviour was assessed by running a simulation, over 1200
sessions, with the probability of unfairness gradually increasing from 0 to 1. For maximum effect, the proportion of unfair raters was set to 30% – the highest level
at which filtering was effective in previous simulations.
The sequence of states followed by unfair raters was also
changed (see Figure 11), to provide a more detailed trace.
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Figure 9: Average reputation error for all sellers with 15
(30%) unfair raters
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Figure 10: Average reputation error for all sellers with 20
(40%) unfair raters
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Figure 12: Average reputation error for all sellers with
30% unfair raters whose unfairness increases over time
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As Figure 12 shows, the low unfairness probability
strategy is partially effective in defeating filtering. When
the probability of unfairness is around 0.5 (e.g. sessions
450–500 and 550–600), it is high enough to have a significant effect on seller’s reputations (up to 0.2), but still low
enough to escape detection by the filter. Below 0.5, the
unfair rater has very little effect on the reputations anyway; above 0.5, the filter correctly detects and eliminates
the unfair raters.
Figure 12 illustrates particularly clearly the dynamics
of the filtering method described in this paper. The filter
sensitivity with respect to the unfairness probability that
triggers ratings to be filtered out, can be adjusted with the
quantile parameter described in Sec.3.1.

6 Discussion and Conclusion
The simulation results presented above demonstrate the
power of filtering in overcoming the problem of unfair
raters in Bayesian reputation systems. The filtering algorithm is most effective when a moderate (less than 30%)
number of raters behave consistently unfairly. If either
the proportion of unfair raters exceeds 30%, or the unfair
raters are only sometimes unfair, the filter is less effective. When the proportion of unfair raters reaches 40%
the filter is ineffective, and is in fact counterproductive.
In the context of real applications, these limitations are
not unreasonable. It would be difficult to ensure the accuracy of reputations in any system once the proportion
of unfair raters is almost one half. Real systems could
expect a much lower rate of unfair raters. The requirement that unfair raters be consistently unfair is somewhat
more difficult, since this would enable a clever unfair rater
to manipulate the reputation system to his or her advantage, simply by disguising an attack amongst fair ratings.
However by forcing an unfair rater to adopt this ‘go slow’
strategy, the filter has still reduced the degree to which
the unfair rater can influence the system. Also, different
choices of  in the filtering algorithm may improve the effectiveness of the filter (the correct choice will depend on
the application).
A number of general observations can be made. Sellers’ honesty parameters tend to move freely between low
and high levels, which does not seem totally realistic. This
is because buyers only consider the expected value of a

transaction, so a buyer is indifferent between a seller with
a high honesty level and high price, and a seller with a low
honesty level and a low price. This is, of course, subject
to the buyer’s risk attitude, but because the risk attitude is
adapted to maximise profit, buyers tend to become superrational and thus risk-neutral. Presumably, real buyers are
more risk averse than this, although this may in part be
due to the absence of accurate reputation mechanisms in
the real world.
More interestingly, when unfair raters succeed in causing sellers’ reputations to diverge from their honesty levels, buyers respond by becoming more risk averse or more
risk seeking (e.g. if the reputations are, in general, artificially inflated, then buyers react by becoming more risk
averse). This (completely rational) behaviour agrees with
common experience and helps validate the simulation, as
well as providing further justification for effective filtering.
It is clear that statistical and machine-learning methods such as iterated filtering are – when used in isolation – insufficient to fully combat the problem of unfair ratings. However in combination with other filtering methods, such as discounting raters as a function of
how well/poorly their ratings correspond with own experience, discounting raters based on trust referral systems,
or blacklisting raters in response to overwhelming complaints, they can be an effective tool to improve the robustness of reputation systems. In particular, iterated filtering shows great promise as a technique for improving
the accuracy, and hence the practical viability, of Bayesian
reputation systems.
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